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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter September 22, 2021 

FED ANNOUNCEMENT DAY! 

 

 

The Federal Reserve’s decision on interest rates was to NOT raise short-term 

interest rates – Big surprise (being facetious). 

They (Chairman Powell) walked a tight rope and they said what they needed 

to say. 

The markets were already experiencing a day of gains prior to the 

announcement. The markets popped a bit more from that point of gain on the 

announcement, but then settled back to where they were before it. 

Ultimately, they settled back a bit more into the close. 

The encouraging thing to me was the markets did not take a ‘sell the news’ 

approach which would have seen the markets sell off and give back all the 

gains or go negative on the day. What the bulls need now is follow through. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust: 
 
100-day, Fib Retracement Tool, 7–30-day ATM IV and Peak Chart view 
(dashed lines) shown. * No Darknet due to Fibonacci being shown. 
 

 
 
The Fed didn’t say anything that truly rocked the boat of the bullish price 
action today. 
 
The slide in the markets may have found a bottom for now as it tested (on an 
intra-day) basis three trading days ago, the 50% Fib retracement level. 
 
It is now higher 2-trading days later, but whether or not this is just a fill of the 
down-side gap with an expecting continuation of selling and move down will 
play out. 
 
The 50-day Simple Moving Average (SMA – not shown) has worked as support 
for a number of months, but that was broken recently so this is new territory 
for SPY, and we can’t be as certain about the uptrend overall. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF: 
 
100-day, Fib Retracement Tool, 7–30-day ATM IV and Peak Chart view 
(dashed lines) shown. 

 
TLT is in a box range, and it has made a multi-month high on a closing basis 
today. If equities regain their bullishness this could soften up TLT a bit. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 
100-day, Fib Retracement Tool, 7–30-day ATM IV and Peak Chart view 
(dashed lines) shown. * No Darknet due to Fibonacci being shown. 
 

 
 
UUP is trading up as if it is going to attack and reach the prior highs in the 
chart image above. 
 
This after trading down to between the fib retracement levels of 38.2% and 
50%. 
 
Though it looks like it could make a continued move up to the high in price 
established at 25.15 towards the end of August, it may run out of steam prior 
to that. 
 
If it does that but stalls out there and doesn’t break above that high, it may just 
be a situation where it filled that downside gap and one can expect a rollover 
from that price point. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP: 
 
100-day, Fib Retracement Tool, 7–30-day ATM IV and Peak Chart view 
(dashed lines) shown. * No Darknet due to Fibonacci being shown. 
 

 
 
Last week it was brought up that USO was at or near resistance and until one 
sees a close above that resistance (a breakout) occurs, this is just stalling out 
right now. 
 
Fast forward a week and here we are, again, at resistance not trading any 
higher or breaking out above it. 
 
I could point out USO tested 49 two consecutive days in a row on an intra-day 
basis and then traded up off those lows forming large wicks/shadows (in 
Japanese Candlesticks parlance), but that doesn’t mean anything if those 
reversal days pan out and we see this thing break out. 
 
Until that happens, I am tempering any bullishness in USO. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 
100-day, Fib Retracement Tool, 7–30-day ATM IV and Peak Chart view 
(dashed lines) shown. * No Darknet due to Fibonacci being shown. 
 

 
 
I have said it many times and I want to disclose again so there is no 
misunderstanding. 
 
I like GLD and Gold for the long-term: as an investor. For options trading on 
the shorter-term time frames, I need to see technical patterns setting 
themselves up. 
 
Right now, I don’t see any I would feel confident in trade either bullish or 
bearish. 
 
GLD is bouncing from a price are that is more near its lows. 
 
All I can really see this doing in the short-term is maybe filling that gap, 
illustrated by the yellow/gold circle in the image above. But that may cause it 
to roll over again. 
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From the Desk of a CMT - MU Bear Put Spread – Earnings Ahead! 
 
Since there has been a reasonable amount of coverage on head and shoulder 
(H&S) pattern entries and exits, with a case study identified last article, this 
week the focus is on implied volatility (IV) and how its impacts for the case 
study. 

 
Figure 1: MU Daily Stock Chart (280 trading days) with Stock Chart Fibonacci 
on 9/21/2021 
 

 
Figure 2: MU Oct 15 70 – 67.50 Bear Put Spread Bear Spread (debit) on 
8/31/2021 
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Figure 1 provides the current daily MU stock chart in Tom’s Tools with the 
Stock Chart Fibonacci option selected and Figure 2 provides the case study 
data for the MU Bear Put Debit Spread. 
 
There was a $40 improvement in the spread on 9/2/2021, after the article 
posted. 
 
The following exit rules have not yet provided a signal and we are currently in 
a period when IV is increasing heading into earnings next week. 
 
 
 
Exit 
• Exit for an expected loss if there are two closes above the 38.2% 
retracement level (75.37) 
• Exit for an expected gain if price reaches the 50% retracement level 
(69.13) 
• Include a timed exit prior to the estimated earnings date of 9/28/2021 
if price remains within these two retracement levels (before the potential IV 
crush, post-earnings) 
• The case study is below our max risk of $500; however, do not leave the 
position unmanaged. Exit for a loss prior to the options becoming worthless 
 
MU price has moved in a pretty narrow range with a couple of gaps down on 
9/8 and 9/20. With approximately four days to earnings and 3-1/2 weeks to 
expiration, should Vega or Theta drive a decision to sell Friday or Monday? 
 
Will the weekend time decay outpace any additional gains in IV and the 
spread value? 
 
Let’s not forget how MU price drives the spread value We’ll definitely look at 
that next week, but for now, here is the current IV chart for 7 – 30-day at the 
money (ATM) IV percentiles: 
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Figure 3: MU IV Levels Relative to Past Year, 7-30-day ATM IV on 9/21/2021 
 
It does seem the cyclic nature of short-term IV ahead of earnings is on time 
and with MU moving sideways above the 70 level, action needs to be taken 
before an IV crush accelerates losses for the case study. Also, there are no 
guarantees IV will continue to rise through Monday (the day before earnings). 
 
Exit Decision: Friday (More Time) or Monday (Increasing IV?) 
 
Simply writing this header pushes my personal preference to Friday … we 
know time value will deteriorate over the weekend and believe IV will 
continue to rise Monday ahead of earnings. Ideally, a nice move down in MU 
will allow profit-taking before waiting for either day, but let’s assume things 
continue this way through the week. 
 
Let’s see how Theta and Vega have impacted the case study over the last two 
weeks by reviewing our Back test Greeks tool and cranking out a couple of 
quick Excel charts. To navigate to the data in Figure 4, complete the following 
from the risk graph page: Trades > Saved Trades > Back test Greeks. 
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Figure 4: Back test Greeks Data for MU Bear Put Spread Case Study on 
9/21/2021 
 
Although leg data is available, we’ll stick with the net position. Do consider 
exploring the leg Greeks in Excel similar to what’s completed below. 
 
You can select the “Show Comma Delimited” box at the top of the page to get 
the data in a file, but I just opened a new Excel file and did a basic cut and 
paste on the table.  
 
Highlight the table only > hit Ctrl-C (hold Ctrl and select C) > switch to Excel, 
hit Alt, E, S (Alt, then E, then S) and select HTML 
 
The format should work out pretty well; however, when you create a line 
chart there will be some column heading cleaning you’ll need to do if you 
allow Excel to automate the chart. 
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Figure 5 displays the result for me in Excel, along with two columns I added to 
the right of the table, Vega ROC and Theta ROC. The rate of change (ROC) is 
the percent change from the previous day, and it allows you to normalize Vega 
and Theta data so you can compare it more easily. We’ll look at data directly 
from the table first. 
 

 
Figure 5: Excel View of Back test Greeks in Tom’s Tools 
 
I usually pad the table with a column to the left in case I want to easily add 
columns on the left side without the table formatting. 
 
I also have a narrow column to the right so it’s clearer I’ve added a formula. If 
you add these columns before you create your first chart, I don’t think your 
auto-chart selection will work as well, so wait to add the percent change 
columns until after you’ve created the first chart. Note also that the table 
displayed is after a little column heading clean-up. 
 
I just like to see what data looks like on a chart and my three chart “go to’s” 
are: 
 
1. Line chart: good for stock market time-series data  
2. Histogram: 30 data points minimum for me, but more is better. Displays 
frequency of data points 
3. Scatter Plot: displays relationship for two data points 
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When you insert a line chart, it will automatically select all data, so some 
cleaning up is necessary. I’ll use all data in the chart created, clean it up a bit 
(fix headings, delete empty columns, and delete static columns such as the 
entry debit). Figure 6 displays the auto chart generated when you: 
 
- Highlight the table 
- Select Insert 
- Select the Line Chart icon 
 

 
Figure 6: Line Chart Created Quickly from Back test Table Data 
 
You can move the chart, bring the horizontal axis down, fix the headings for 
data series you’ll use, and delete empty or unwanted series. I’ll cover more 
clean-up help in another article and hope this gives you a good start. I’ll also 
work on making the walkthrough charts in Figure 7 a little more readable. 
 
After I clean-up the original chart, I make some copies of it so I can quickly 
access the series I want to see using a primary and secondary axis. 
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I found that two data series per chart maxed it out so I could keep each data 
series on a different axis. I created four charts with the data from the table 
(charts in Figure 7) before I realized I also wanted to see Vega and Theta 
change data with the percent change in the spread value (Figure 8). 
 

 

 
Figure 7: Walkthrough Collection of Back test Greeks Data for MU Bear Put 
Spread 
 
It seems Vega is more impactful, but it can be tough to tell when you have two 
different axes displayed. 
 
When charted together, the broader scale range made the two series difficult 
to compare, which prompted a normalizing of the two data series. 
 
Apply some valid technique so you can get a better apples-to-apples 
comparison. 
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Figure 8: Change Bear Put Spread Debit, Vega ($ / % IV), and Theta ($ / day) – 
Calendar Days 
 
Note that weekends and holidays are included in these charts but was not part 
of the table data. Excel added them and that’s a fix I need to explore. For now, 
it seems the normalized Theta data (blue) is a bit more volatile and moves in 
the opposite direction of the changes in strategy value (grey) most, but not all 
days (see 9/7, 9/10, 9/15, and 9/21). This was a really quick chart set-up and 
analysis of the data just to get a feel for what was happening. Think about 
what insights you may want to dig into further for your strategies – chances 
are, you can download some good data from Tom’s Tools. 
 
As a personal preference, Friday is my target exit to avoid weekend risk, theta 
loss, and the potential for a busy distracted Monday with less active 
management of the case study (constraint versus preference). Theta decay 
and the volatility in its rate of change firms that up for me. Think about what 
makes sense for you though. It may include some further exploration in Tom’s 
Tools or Excel, or ideally rules you already have in place before reading this. 
 
Take care and we’ll see how this plays out next week. 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
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Thanks, Clare 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
Disclaimers 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and 
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual 
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have 
not been actually executed, the results may have under or overcompensated for the impact, if any, 
of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also 
subject to the fact that they are designed with hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 
to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service 
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances 
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other 
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence 
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment 
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any 
investment decision made or action taken by you, or others based upon reliance on news, 
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe 
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational 
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a 
broker/dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain 
requirements. All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed 
investors. All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


